CHAPTER IX
THE CONY-CATCHING PAMPHLETS
when Greene started his campaign against the cony-catchers of Gteene's
the metropolis he had a mine of information at hand in Harman's
Caveat, of which he made good use. The clear account of the
different kinds of rogue and the part each played in a complicated^
swindle was a guide in his own descriptions of rogueiies with which
he probably had but little direct acquaintance , but he abstained
from wholesale borrowing. In 1608, however, when Harman's book
was twice as old and he probably hoped had been quite forgotten,
Dekker pillaged from it, in his Bel-man of London^ without even
troubling to cover up his tracks. Dekker also lifted a large part of
his material from Greene, and from a work usually ascribed to
Samuel Rowlands, Greenes Ghost Haunting Conie-catchers. The
succession is complete from Awdeley and Harman to the latest of
the wits who prosecuted the discovery of roguery as a literary
business. But Greene was not so chary of borrowing from a work
considerably older than Awdeley. From this early tract, A'Manifest
detection of the most vyle and detestable use of dice play and other
practices like the same (I552),1 Greene, according to Dr Jordan,
learned all that he knew about the ways in which the unsuspicious
were fleeced by card-sharpers.2 Lodge's Alarum against Usurers
also preceded Greene's pamphlets, and must have taught him
something ; though it must be remembered that Lodge was not
altogether unindebted to the same predecessors as Greene.3
Greene opened fire in December 1591 with A Notable Discouery "
of Goosnage, Now daily practised by sundry lewd persons, called
Connie-catchers, andCrosse-biters. The same day, I3th December, 0fCoos-
was licensed The Second and last part of Conny-catching. With new nage "
1	Probably by Gilbert Walker
2	Jordan, 89-91.
0 Ibid*) 92-93.
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